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    		Uganda

      
Coordinates: 1°N 32°E / 1°N 32°E / 1; 32


Uganda (/juːˈɡændə/ yew-GAN-də or /juːˈɡɑːndə/ yew-GAHN-də), officially the Republic of Uganda, is a landlocked country in East Africa. It is bordered to the east by Kenya, to the north by South Sudan, to the west by the Democratic Republic of the Congo, to the southwest by Rwanda, and to the south by Tanzania. Uganda is the world's second most populous landlocked country after Ethiopia. The southern part of the country includes a substantial portion of Lake Victoria, shared with Kenya and Tanzania, situating the country in the African Great Lakes region. Uganda also lies within the Nile basin, and has a varied but generally a modified equatorial climate.



Uganda takes its name from the Buganda kingdom, which encompasses a large portion of the south of the country, including the capital Kampala. The people of Uganda were hunter-gatherers until 1,700 to 2,300 years ago, when Bantu-speaking populations migrated to the southern parts of the country.
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    		Uganda (Commonwealth realm)

      
Uganda, today the Republic of Uganda, was a Commonwealth realm between 1962 and 1963. When British rule ended in 1962, the Uganda Independence Act 1963 transformed the Uganda Protectorate into an independent country called Uganda that retained the British monarch, Elizabeth II, as head of state. The royal succession was governed by the English Act of Settlement of 1701.



The Queen's position vis-a-vis Uganda was entirely separate from her role in any other country. The Queen's title when she was head of state in independent Uganda was: Her Majesty Elizabeth the Second, by the Grace of God, Queen of Uganda and of Her other Realms and Territories, Head of the Commonwealth. Her constitutional roles were mostly delegated to the Governor-General of Uganda. The following Governors-General held office:



	 Sir Walter Coutts (9 October 1962 - 9 October 1963)

Milton Obote held office as prime minister (and head of government) of Uganda during this period.



Uganda adopted a new constitution in 1963 which abolished the monarchy. Uganda became a republic within the Commonwealth. However, the new Ugandan state was deliberately not referred to as a republic, and the constituent native kingdoms (such as Buganda) continued in existence. Following the abolition of the monarchy by the proclamation of the State of Uganda on 9 October 1963, the Kabaka (King) of Uganda, Edward Mutesa II, became the first President of Uganda. The description "State" implied that the post-Commonwealth realm was not a republic but instead a "federation of tribal kingdoms". Uganda did not become a republic de jure until 1966 with Obote's conflict with President Edward Mutesa II.
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                                Uganda oil project: Drilling underway amid legal challenge in France • FRANCE 24 English

                                    A huge oil development project in Uganda is meeting stiff resistance from a number of NGOs. The country wants to produce 1.4 billion barrels in the next two decades, part of which would be shipped abroad through a pipeline connecting Uganda and Tanzania -- that project is also in the works. FRANCE 24's Camille Knight tells us more.
#Uganda #oilproject #pipeline

🔔 Subscribe to France 24 now: https://f24.my/YTen
🔴 LIVE - Watch FRANCE 24 English 24/7 here: https://f24.my/YTliveEN

🌍 Read the latest International News and Top Stories: https://www.france24.com/en/

Like us on Facebook: https://f24.my/FBen
Follow us on Twitter: https://f24.my/TWen
Discover the news in pictures on Instagram: https://f24.my/IGen
Get the latest top stories on Telegram: https://f24.my/TGen 
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                                Uganda starts first oil drilling operations with eye on 2025

                                    President Yoweri Museveni cut the ribbon at a site operated by China National Offshore Oil Company (CNOOC) near Lake Albert. The field, known as Kingfisher, is expected to produce 40,000 barrels of oil per day at its peak, according to Uganda's oil industry regulator

READ MORE : https://www.africanews.com/2023/01/24/uganda-starts-first-oil-drilling-operations-with-eye-on-2025

Subscribe on our Youtube channel https://www.youtube.com/c/africanews?sub_confirmation=1 and receive all the latest news from the continent.

Africanews is available in English and French.
Website : www.africanews.com
Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/africanews.channel/
Twitter : https://twitter.com/africanews

#AfBusiness 
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                                A Crude Mistake? Uganda's oil rush and the fight for climate justice | People & Power Documentary

                                    In this documentary, People & Power investigates what major new oil projects in Uganda mean for the country, its people and the environment.

As nations gather for COP28, one issue is expected to expose deep divisions between the Global North - largely responsible for the ravages of global warming - and the aspirations of developing countries in the South, who must deal with the consequences.

Can COP28 agree on a funding package to allow the South to both mitigate the damage and develop sustainably? And what could it mean for a country like Uganda, which is banking on major oil projects to create growth and prosperity, while facing criticism over the impact on the environment and human rights? Despite protests, drilling has commenced on two huge new oil fields on the banks of Lake Alb... 
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                                Uganda begins oil drilling, hopes for production by 2025 • FRANCE 24 English

                                    Oil drilling has begun in a Chinese-operated field in Uganda and the East African country expects to start production by 2025, an official said Tuesday. The spokesman for Uganda's ministry of energy and mineral development, Solomon Muyita, said the beginning of drilling at the Kingfisher oil field in the Kikuube district was “a significant stride” toward achieving commercial oil production. Climate activists have raised concerns about the effects of the pipeline on local communities and the environment.
#Uganda #oildrilling #environment

🔔 Subscribe to France 24 now: https://f24.my/YTen
🔴 LIVE - Watch FRANCE 24 English 24/7 here: https://f24.my/YTliveEN

🌍 Read the latest International News and Top Stories: https://www.france24.com/en/

Like us on Facebook: https://f24.my/FBen
Follow us on... 
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                                Ugandan authorities maintain its oil drill projects are developed sustainably

                                    “I believe a lot of the issues being raised by the activists are out of either misinformation or deliberate disinformation because, as govt and the project partners, we have taken deliberate steps to ensure that the oil and gas projects are developed sustainably, we have taken care of the environmen

READ MORE : https://www.africanews.com/2023/07/03/ugandan-authorities-maintain-its-oil-drill-projects-are-developed-sustainably

Subscribe on our Youtube channel https://www.youtube.com/c/africanews?sub_confirmation=1 and receive all the latest news from the continent.

Africanews is available in English and French.
Website : www.africanews.com
Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/africanews.channel/
Twitter : https://twitter.com/africanews

#AfBusiness 
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                                Uganda agrees petroleum importation deal with Bahrain firm

                                    A deal between the state-owned Uganda National Oil Company (UNOC) and Vitol energy is already in place. Under it, Vitol will supply oil products to Uganda National Oil Company which will in turn sell the products to petrol station operators

READ MORE : https://www.africanews.com/2023/11/02/uganda-agrees-petroleum-importation-deal-with-bahrain-firm

Subscribe on our Youtube channel https://www.youtube.com/c/africanews?sub_confirmation=1 and receive all the latest news from the continent.

Africanews is available in English and French.
Website : www.africanews.com
Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/africanews.channel/
Twitter : https://twitter.com/africanews
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                                Uganda to dump oil supplies from Kenya

                                    Subscribe and watch NTV Kenya live for latest Kenyan news today and everyday as told by Kenyans. Get the Kenya news updates, discussions and other exciting shows.

Website: https://www.ntvkenya.co.ke || Paper: Daily Nation || Twitter: @ntvkenya || Facebook: NTV Kenya || Instagram: NTV Kenya 
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                                What you need to know about the Uganda-Tanzania $3.5bn oil deal - BBC Africa

                                    Uganda and Tanzania have entered a partnership to build a 1,443km (896 mile) heated oil pipeline to pump oil from the Albertine basin in Uganda to Tanzania’s Indian Ocean port of Tanga.

What does the deal mean for both countries? Why were environmentalists against the project? And why was Kenya left out?

BBC Africa's Peter Mwangangi explains.

Produced and edited by Leone Ouedraogo.

Subscribe: http://bit.ly/subscribetoafrica
Website: https://www.bbc.com/africa
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/bbcnewsafrica/
Twitter: https://www.twitter.com/bbcafrica/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/bbcafrica/ 
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                                Petroleum Authority of Uganda signed a deal with Partners.

                                    The petroleum authority of Uganda is continuing to mobilize private sector to pick interest of investing in oil and gas related businesses.
The authority executive director Ernest Rubondo has signed a memorandum of understanding with Stanbic Bank Uganda and Agribusiness Initiative to improve on the quality of housing and value addition on agricultural produce in Albertine region. 
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                                Uganda considers National oil company as sole fuel supplier amid rising prices

                                    The Minister of Energy and Mineral Development, Ruth Nankabirwa, has told Parliament that her Ministry supports a proposal to have the Uganda National Oil Company supply all oil marketing companies in Uganda with fuel. Nankabirwa said the plan is being considered, with an effective start date in January 2024. Nankabirwa made these revelations as she addressed MPs on matters relating to the ever-increasing fuel price rises
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         In this documentary, People & Power investigates what major new oil projects in Uganda mean for the country, its people and the environment.

As nations gather for COP28, one issue is expected to expose deep divisions between the Global North - largely responsible for the ravages of global warming - and the aspirations of developing countries in the South, who must deal with the consequences.

Can COP28 agree on a funding package to allow the South to both mitigate the damage and develop sustainably? And what could it mean for a country like Uganda, which is banking on major oil projects to create growth and prosperity, while facing criticism over the impact on the environment and human rights? Despite protests, drilling has commenced on two huge new oil fields on the banks of Lake Albert.

In 2023, final approval was granted for the construction of what will be the longest heated oil pipeline in the world, the East Africa Crude Oil Pipeline. But will the people of Uganda gain any benefit from the controversial exploitation of their oil – and can any such profits be seen to balance out the environmental damage to the country? People & Power investigates.
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         Oil drilling has begun in a Chinese-operated field in Uganda and the East African country expects to start production by 2025, an official said Tuesday. The spokesman for Uganda's ministry of energy and mineral development, Solomon Muyita, said the beginning of drilling at the Kingfisher oil field in the Kikuube district was “a significant stride” toward achieving commercial oil production. Climate activists have raised concerns about the effects of the pipeline on local communities and the environment.
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                    A huge oil development project in Uganda is meeting stiff resistance from a number of NGOs. The country wants to produce 1.4 billion barrels in the next two decades, part of which would be shipped abroad through a pipeline connecting Uganda and Tanzania -- that project is also in the works. FRANCE 24's Camille Knight tells us more.
#Uganda #oilproject #pipeline
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                    President Yoweri Museveni cut the ribbon at a site operated by China National Offshore Oil Company (CNOOC) near Lake Albert. The field, known as Kingfisher, is expected to produce 40,000 barrels of oil per day at its peak, according to Uganda's oil industry regulator
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                    In this documentary, People & Power investigates what major new oil projects in Uganda mean for the country, its people and the environment.

As nations gather for COP28, one issue is expected to expose deep divisions between the Global North - largely responsible for the ravages of global warming - and the aspirations of developing countries in the South, who must deal with the consequences.

Can COP28 agree on a funding package to allow the South to both mitigate the damage and develop sustainably? And what could it mean for a country like Uganda, which is banking on major oil projects to create growth and prosperity, while facing criticism over the impact on the environment and human rights? Despite protests, drilling has commenced on two huge new oil fields on the banks of Lake Albert.

In 2023, final approval was granted for the construction of what will be the longest heated oil pipeline in the world, the East Africa Crude Oil Pipeline. But will the people of Uganda gain any benefit from the controversial exploitation of their oil – and can any such profits be seen to balance out the environmental damage to the country? People & Power investigates.
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                    Oil drilling has begun in a Chinese-operated field in Uganda and the East African country expects to start production by 2025, an official said Tuesday. The spokesman for Uganda's ministry of energy and mineral development, Solomon Muyita, said the beginning of drilling at the Kingfisher oil field in the Kikuube district was “a significant stride” toward achieving commercial oil production. Climate activists have raised concerns about the effects of the pipeline on local communities and the environment.
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                    “I believe a lot of the issues being raised by the activists are out of either misinformation or deliberate disinformation because, as govt and the project partners, we have taken deliberate steps to ensure that the oil and gas projects are developed sustainably, we have taken care of the environmen
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                    A deal between the state-owned Uganda National Oil Company (UNOC) and Vitol energy is already in place. Under it, Vitol will supply oil products to Uganda National Oil Company which will in turn sell the products to petrol station operators
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                    Uganda and Tanzania have entered a partnership to build a 1,443km (896 mile) heated oil pipeline to pump oil from the Albertine basin in Uganda to Tanzania’s Indian Ocean port of Tanga.

What does the deal mean for both countries? Why were environmentalists against the project? And why was Kenya left out?

BBC Africa's Peter Mwangangi explains.

Produced and edited by Leone Ouedraogo.
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                    The petroleum authority of Uganda is continuing to mobilize private sector to pick interest of investing in oil and gas related businesses.
The authority executive director Ernest Rubondo has signed a memorandum of understanding with Stanbic Bank Uganda and Agribusiness Initiative to improve on the quality of housing and value addition on agricultural produce in Albertine region.
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                    The Minister of Energy and Mineral Development, Ruth Nankabirwa, has told Parliament that her Ministry supports a proposal to have the Uganda National Oil Company supply all oil marketing companies in Uganda with fuel. Nankabirwa said the plan is being considered, with an effective start date in January 2024. Nankabirwa made these revelations as she addressed MPs on matters relating to the ever-increasing fuel price rises
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    		Uganda

      
Coordinates: 1°N 32°E / 1°N 32°E / 1; 32


Uganda (/juːˈɡændə/ yew-GAN-də or /juːˈɡɑːndə/ yew-GAHN-də), officially the Republic of Uganda, is a landlocked country in East Africa. It is bordered to the east by Kenya, to the north by South Sudan, to the west by the Democratic Republic of the Congo, to the southwest by Rwanda, and to the south by Tanzania. Uganda is the world's second most populous landlocked country after Ethiopia. The southern part of the country includes a substantial portion of Lake Victoria, shared with Kenya and Tanzania, situating the country in the African Great Lakes region. Uganda also lies within the Nile basin, and has a varied but generally a modified equatorial climate.



Uganda takes its name from the Buganda kingdom, which encompasses a large portion of the south of the country, including the capital Kampala. The people of Uganda were hunter-gatherers until 1,700 to 2,300 years ago, when Bantu-speaking populations migrated to the southern parts of the country.
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 			Uganda: Petroleum Authority Says Negative Propaganda Hurts Uganda's Oil Sector

			
  			

	



			
      
			All Africa
			
      04 Apr 2024
			
  		
            The Petroleum Authority of Uganda has decried continued false propaganda on oil and gas sector that they said is making it hard to attract investors ....
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 			Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) Prioritizes Petroleum & Mineral Development Program Under Commercial Diplomacy, Officials ...

			
  			

	



			
      
			Capital Ethiopia
			
      03 Apr 2024
			
  		
            ... the technical capacity of Uganda’s Foreign Service by equipping the Ambassadors and officers with first-hand knowledge about Uganda’s petroleum industry and related mineral development programmes.
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 			Uganda to import fuel through Kenya after court case withdrawal

			
  			

	



			
      
			Xinhua
			
      29 Mar 2024
			
  		
            Landlocked Uganda has been planning the ... Almost 90 percent of Uganda's petroleum imports currently traverse Kenya, accounting for approximately 2.5 billion liters, valued at about 2 billion U.S.
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 			Uganda to import petroleum products via Kenya’s Mombasa port
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            Kenya will enable Uganda's state oil ...
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			The Manila Times
			
      07 Mar 2024
			
  		
            Aiding insurgencies in countries such as Tunisia, Chad, Liberia, Uganda, Thailand, Guatemala and Bangladesh, Gaddafi mobilized Libya's sizable petroleum-generated revenues and unilaterally decided to ...
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 			Uganda, Kenya seek resolution to petroleum import impasse

			
  			

	



			
      
			Daily News Egypt
			
      29 Feb 2024
			
  		
            Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni and his Kenyan counterpart, William Ruto, held talks on Monday to address the ongoing dispute regarding Uganda’s petroleum product imports through Kenya.
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 			Ugandan, Kenyan leaders discuss impasse over petroleum import
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      27 Feb 2024
			
  		
            27 (Xinhua) -- Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni and his visiting Kenyan counterpart, William Ruto, have discussed the impasse Uganda faces in importing petroleum products through neighboring Kenya, according to a statement issued here late Monday.
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 			Dubai company in final talks over $4bn deal with Uganda for new oil refinery
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            However, the liquefied petroleum gas produced by a refinery is a key component of Uganda’s clean cooking initiative, diverting much of the population away from burning biomass, which is responsible ...
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            23 (Xinhua) -- Uganda on Tuesday issued China National ...
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            Uganda, meanwhile, recently took Kenya to an East African court in Tanzania over an oil distribution dispute ... This comes after Uganda discontinued the previous open tender system for purchasing petroleum products from Kenya ... .
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            Kenya has previously complained about cheap products from neighboring Uganda ... Landlocked Uganda has also taken Kenya to a regional court over a dispute related to the importation of petroleum products.
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 			East Africa bloc urges peaceful coexistence amid regional tensions

			
  			

	



			
      
			China.dot.org
			
      12 Jan 2024
			
  		
            Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania were the ... Uganda imports about 90 percent of its refined petroleum products through the port of Mombasa, on the Kenyan coast, using the Kenya Pipeline Corporation pipeline.
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 			ERA Signs Memorandum of Understanding with the Uganda Petroleum Institute, Kigumba (UPIK) (ERA - Electricity Regulatory Authority)
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            ) The Electricity Regulatory Authority (ERA) on 14th December 2023, signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Uganda Petroleum Institute, Kigumba (UPIK), ...
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 			Chinese oil giant hails Uganda's approval to construct liquidized petroleum gas facility
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            22 (Xinhua) -- China National Offshore Oil Corporation (CNOOC) Uganda Limited said on Friday that it welcomed Uganda's recent license granting for the company to construct the liquidized petroleum gas ...
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 			AI-Enhanced East African Crude Oil Pipeline Promises Safe and Efficient Operations

			
  			

	



			
      
			Cryptopolitan
			
      29 Nov 2023
			
  		
            Dozith Abeinomugisha, director in charge of Midstream Developments at the Petroleum Authority of Uganda (PAU), underscored that EACOP is poised to become one of the world’s most advanced and safest pipelines.
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